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Sams Teach Yourself PHP, MySQL and Apache All-in-OneSams Publishing, 2003
Welcome to Sams Teach Yourself PHP, MySQL, and Apache All in One! This book combines the lessons found in Sams Teach Yourself Apache 2 in 24 Hours, Sams Teach Yourself PHP in 24 Hours, and Sams Teach Yourself MySQL in 24 Hours, along with several additional chapters, to provide you with a solid and painless introduction to the world of developing...
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Managing Linux Systems with Webmin: System Administration and Module DevelopmentPrentice Hall, 2003
I am more than satisfied (actually impressed) with how much system administration is possible from Webmin. Comprehensive and convenient, just about any administration I've done is covered here, along with several areas that I've hesitated to explore.
--Karel Baloun, Sr. Software Engineer, Looksmart, Ltd.

Easy, browser-based...
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Sair Linux and Gnu Certification: Level II Apache and Web Servers (Sair Linux)John Wiley & Sons, 2001
Managing and troubleshooting Web servers is an integral part of every IT professional′s job. Apache is an open source Web server that has captured 63% of the more than 18 million Web servers currently in place. This guide provides the in–depth information, skills, and techniques needed to effectively maintain an Apache Web server.  ...
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Practical Linux InfrastructureApress, 2014

	Practical Linux Infrastructure teaches you how to use the best open source tools to build a new Linux infrastructure, or alter an existing infrastructure, to ensure it stands up to enterprise-level needs. Each chapter covers a key area of implementation, with clear examples and step-by-step instructions.

...
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Analytics for the Internet of Things (IoT): Intelligent analytics for your intelligent devicesPackt Publishing, 2017

	Break through the hype and learn how to extract actionable intelligence from the flood of IoT data


	Key Features

	
		Make better business decisions and acquire greater control of your IoT infrastructure
	
		Learn techniques to solve unique problems associated with IoT and examine and analyze data...
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Mastering jQuery MobilePackt Publishing, 2015

	Design and develop cutting-edge mobile web applications using jQuery Mobile to work across a number of platforms


	About This Book

	
		Create spectacular mobile applications using jQuery Mobile to its fullest potential
	
		Build a complete and customizable professional, standard theme using...
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Beginning JSP, JSF and Tomcat Web Development: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2007

	Start building Java-based web applications now, even if you’re a complete newcomer to Java. Comprehensive and example-driven, Beginning JSP™, JSF™, and Tomcat Web Development is all you need to develop dynamic web applications using JSP, connect to databases with JSF, and put them into action using the world’s...
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Pro Apache Log4j, Second EditionApress, 2005
In development scenarios where things can't be run in a debugger, or when you run the risk of masking the problem, logs are the greatest source of information about running a program. Pro Apache Log4j, Second Edition</i> provides best practices guidelines and comprehensive coverage of the most recent release.
Step by step, the book...
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Multi-Disciplinary Advancement in Open Source Software and ProcessesIGI Global, 2011


	In the last years, free and open source software, i.e. software under a license that grants several rights like

	free redistribution to the user, has become more and more important, with this importance now stretching

	beyond the mere use of well-known projects in both private and commercial settings (Fitzgerald,

	2006; von Krogh and...
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Programming Elastic MapReduce: Using AWS Services to Build an End-to-End ApplicationO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Although you don’t need a large computing infrastructure to process massive amounts of data with Apache Hadoop, it can still be difficult to get started. This practical guide shows you how to quickly launch data analysis projects in the cloud by using Amazon Elastic MapReduce (EMR), the hosted Hadoop framework in Amazon Web...
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Apache Maven Dependency ManagementPackt Publishing, 2013

	Manage your Java and JEE project dependencies with ease with this hands-on guide to Maven


	Overview

	
		Improve your productivity by efficiently managing dependencies.
	
		Learn how to detect and fix dependency conflicts
	
		Learn how to share transitive relations and to visualize your...
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PolyBase Revealed: Data Virtualization with SQL Server, Hadoop, Apache Spark, and BeyondApress, 2019

	
		
			Harness the power of PolyBase data virtualization software to make data from a variety of sources easily accessible through SQL queries while using the T-SQL skills you already know and have mastered.

		
			PolyBase Revealed shows you how to use the PolyBase feature of SQL Server 2019 to...
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